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Abstract. The conversational system aka chatbot market capture was worth USD
526 million in 2021 around the world. The innovations created such as Machine
learning, Deep learning, Natural Language Processing (NLP), and Big data ana-
lytics have given amodern speed-quickening fuel to Artificial Intelligence.Well, a
generative chatbot could be an exceptionally effective and shrewd conversational
system as distant as its learning component is concerned. They can be trained
from scratch like a newborn child by using Deep Learning techniques. GPT-1,2,3
is well known for English Language NLP tasks whereas IndicBART is also mov-
ing ahead for 11 Indian Languages for the NLU tasks. With the DL techniques
like RNN, LSTM, and SGD, we conducted an in-depth survey of recent deep
learning conversational models available on open-source portals, examining over
25 deep learning models for conversational systems before proposing our model.
"MARGEN" is a proposed model which means the user can get the system’s reply
with proper generative answers for the query in Marathi text and/or audio speech
formats.

Keywords: Generative Chatbot · GPT · IndicBART · AI · NLP · RNN · LSTM ·
Dataset

1 Introduction

Human Intelligence, which is nature’s gift to do human’s necessary actions and the inter-
est of shrewdly computational machines, has become a critical attempt of humankind.
Machines have been a few minds-blowing innovative propels within this century’s field
of Artificial Insights [1]. These progressive revelations are a result of decades of investi-
gation on the basis of trials. Nowadays, computational linguistics and computer science
are changing numerous perspectives of businesses and human life[4]. With NLP innova-
tion, machines now learn the contents and make sense of Human Dialect. It has opened
an interesting and important chapter in Machine learning [3].

The worldwide chatbot market measure was worth USD 526 million in 2021. It is
anticipated to reach USD 3,7023 million by 2030, growing at a CAGR of 24.1% amid
the estimated period (2022–2030) [2].

A chatbot system uses conversational artificial intelligence (AI) in innovatively to
re-enact a discussion (or chat) with a client by means of informing apps, websites,
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mobile apps, or the phone [1]. In real-time, client interactions are prepared through
rule-based dialect applications that perform live chat capacities. One of the foremost
noticeable components of chatbots is that, in contrast to applications, they don’t have to
be downloaded, and don’t utilize up any memory on the phone. Another advantage is
that numerous bots can be combined into one discussion simultaneously.

A chatbot can progress and engage in client’s intelligent discussionwhereas requiring
less intervention from human representatives [5]. It evacuates the boundaries to giving
benefit to clients that can show up when there’s a more prominent request than the
capacity to meet it. Clients can get moment responses to their questions instead of hold
up on hold. By bringing down the bother that client’s involvement with a company’s
administrations, brand encounters can be moved forward. Chatbot virtual associates are
getting to be progressively prevalent among clients in business-to-consumer (B2C) and
business-to-business (B2B) settings.[2, 5] These colleagues are utilized to total basic
assignments. The usage of chatbot collaborators comes about in a diminish in overhead
costs, more effectively utilize of the time of support staff, and the capacity for businesses
to supply client benefit exterior of normal trade hours.[6].

Based on end-users, the worldwide chatbot market has been classified into Huge,
Medium, and Little Undertakings. Huge Undertakings are anticipated to produce the
most noteworthy market share, developing a CAGR of 24.1% amid the figure period.
Based on the commerce demonstrate, the worldwide chatbot market has been classified
into Bot for Benefit, Bot for Social Media, Bot for Payments/Order Handling, Bot for
Promoting, and Others [7].

For most of us, the extreme extravagance would be a collaborator who continuously
listens in for your call, expects your each require, and takes activity when essential.
Personal advanced assistants like Siri from Apple, Alexa from Amazon, Microsoft’s
Cortana or Collaborator from Google are at the cutting edge of innovation of voice
acknowledgment and artificial intelligence [2, 8].

It could be a well-known reality that innovation is advancing exceptionally quick.
As a result, the run of innovation increments day by day and comes about in low-
cost computing. The innovations creating such as Machine learning, Deep learning,
Natural Language processing (NLP), and Big data analytics have given a modern speed
quickening fuel to Artificial Intelligence [9, 10]. As a result of which it is conceivable
to execute conversational Interface Intellectuals. These Shrewdly (stacked with logical
ML/DL models) conversational interfacing, which utilize Machine Learning, Profound
Learning as their spine. It is pointless for these Chatbots Applications continuously to
be textual. These intelligent can be Voice and Visual based [11].

1.1 Generative Conversational System: A Brief Idea

A generation-based conversational system produces reply reactions rather than selecting
them from the fundamentalANNmodel [12]. A sequence-to-sequence to sequence (S2S)
system was created to produce answers or reply to users’ input request [16]. In fact, a
sequence-to-sequence system which encodes a message with artificial neural network
and creates reply utilizing another repetitive neural network with support of attention
mechanism [26].
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Well, a generative chatbot could be an exceptionally effective and shrewd conversa-
tional system as distant as its learning component is concerned [14]. They can be trained
from scratch like a newborn child by using Deep Learning techniques.

With these machine learning techniques, a conversational system can learn through
the information it experiences aswell as the discussions it haswith individuals and indeed
other pretrained models. Fundamentally, there are two types of conversational systems,
one is the closed domain, meaning you’re constrained to a predefined (or closed) set of
questions, whereas another is an open domain, or a Generative conversational system
[17].

The vital distinction between these two is that the closed domain conversational
system can as it were reacted to a list of predefined questions with trained answers,
whereas the generative domain conversational system can produce reactions on its claim
by making utilize of the past information the chatbot put away as well as the past
intelligent consequently the title generative chatbot [15].

In the event that they don’t know something, theywill ordinarily state that and inquire
for more data. This is often how they learn. The chatbots are made so they can make an
awareness of them possess utilizing Profound Learning forms; it can be instructed how
to conversation to individuals through content [17]. A Profound Learning chatbot can
moreover learn frommovie dialogues, play scripts, expositions, and literature. However,
perfect way” > the most ideal way for a generative chatbot to memorize is human
intelligent; the more an AI chatbot talks with a human, the more it can learn around the
world, different subjects, and the craftsmanship of having discussions [27, 28].

1.1.1 Preparation of Generative Chatbot Conversational System

To Construct a Generative Conversational System Gather and Get ready Data.
The exceptionally to begin with step in building the generative Conversational Sys-

tem is to begin with gather preexisting information readily available on web. Developer
wishes to have tons of information accessible in their capacity from human intuitive
or other elective ways, such as play scripts or movie dialogues [16, 29]. However, the
foremost ideal strategy will be to gather tons of data from human intuitive. Pay attention
to the points of interest when collecting the information and make beyond any doubt
that the information collected would be the foremost ideal for conversational system to
memorize from neural network.

The Data Reshaping for Compilation Step. This is optional and depends if the data is
varied during collection. But on the off chance that the data isn’t changed or isolated,
at that point developer might got to compile it sometime recently it gets considered to
utilize for generative conversational system. Developer needs to add labels to the set of
data found during the interactions, make sets, and label who the speaker is and who is
reacting to the speaker within the discussions. This will offer assistance the system to
come up with a response.

Pre-Process the Conversational System. Pre-processing the chatbot implies creating
solid yields designers have to be include semantic acknowledgment in conversational
framework so that it can work effectively, I.e., including linguistic use into framework
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awareness so it canmaintain a strategic distance from the spelling blunders and get it and
translate the human blunders it experiences all through its conversation. After including
all the requisite tools into the chatbot’s neural organize so it can study the information
more effectively [10]. The common steps related with pre-processing are tokenizing,
stemming, and lemmatizing. Developers have to be utilized online assets for all the over
steps.

Creating Word Vector. To construct a generative conversational system’sword vectors is
important step [10].Word vectors are fundamental to utilize when the chatbot framework
experiences words that as often as possible appear on Web or online media however are
not a portion of the official dialect databases. For e.g. LOL, WTH, etc. The developer
can either utilize pre-trained vectors to achieve the errand or can make them possess
word vectors. The moment strategy is more time-consuming however as a better pay-off
as that way, chatbot will be able to handle the discussions more efficiently. AWord2Vec
demonstrate for this errand is more reasonable. It can produce word vectors by recog-
nizing the setting in which the words are utilized. Hence by learning the utilize of words
in sentences, the chatbot produces its vectors [20].

Creating a Conversational System’s Model. The following step within the creation of
generative conversational system is to begin creating chatbot demonstration. Software
engineers developed a Seq2Seq demonstration to achieve the errand. Developer can
moreover utilize TensorFlow, which is an open-source programming library and is
accessible without charge to everyone [49].

Testing the Conversational System. Developers got to perform tests on the conversa-
tional system once get ready it, to check whether it produces the specified comes about
[13]. Track the method, i.e., check how the conversational demonstrate carries on and
check for extra blunders within the chatbot’s behavior. The developer should check
what and which tokens the chatbot returns and the input the framework sends back at
diverse focuses within the preparing prepare [45]. Prepare the conversational framework
drearily, so it can in the long run send back complex strings. Initially, the information
it’ll return will comprise of basic strings, but the chatbot will produce more complex
sentences as the method takes its stream and the chatbot learns.

Adding the Model to Applications. After testing the seq2seq generative model, the fol-
lowing step is to coordinated it with an application. When finding the proper application
to integrate the demonstrate with, designer ought to choose a stage with sufficient activ-
ity so it can connect with individuals with learning from them. One of the fastest ways
to attain this objective is by choosing Facebook or courier for the assignment. It also
offers a basic strategy of including a chatbot and is an ideal stage for the conversational
framework to memorize human interactions [40, 42].

1.2 GPT Models for English Language and IndicBART for Marathi

1.2.1 Gpt-1

OpenAI had launched first generative model based on NLP concept, i.e. GPT -1. GPT
-1 was trained on a colossal Books-Corpus dataset, GPT-1 generative dialect model was
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Fig. 1. GPT -1 Model

prepared for memorize huge extended dependences and obtained the requisite infor-
mation on a differing corpus of coterminous content & large extends. As shown in the
Fig. 1, GPT-1 applied the transformer decoder design of 12 layers with a self-attention
component for training. With Exchange learning as its base GPT got to be an effective
facilitator to perform characteristic dialect handling errands with exceptionally small
fine-tuning. It produced trails for other language models which seem to assist upgrade
its potential in training with huge datasets along with defined parameters.[18, 19].

1.2.2 GPT-2

GPT-2 could be a transformer based generative model pretrained on a corpus of con-
tents of the English language in a supervised design which implies it was pretrained
on the basic writings as it were, without humans labelling. Actually, input sequence
are arrangements of uninterrupted content of a particular length and the targets are the
same sequence, moved to the proper token. The GPT-2 used inside a mask-mechanism
to create beyond any doubt the expectations for the token i as it were employments the
inputs from 1 to i but not long-term tokens. This way, the GPT-2 model shown in Fig. 3
learnt an internal representation of the English dialect that can at that point be utilized
to extricate highlights valuable for downstream errands. The demonstrate is best at what
it was pretrained for be that as it may, which is producing writings from a provoke
[20, 21, 22].

The proper calling the gpt2 model is as following Fig. 2.
There is an unofficial training dataset utilized for this GPT-2 model. It contains a part

of web-based content, which is mostly biased. Since GPT-2 don’t recognize reality from
fiction, use-cases that require the created content to be genuine are meaningless. The
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Fig. 2. Procedure to use GPT -2 Model

OpenAI group needed to prepare GPT-2 on a corpus as big as believable. To construct
such dataset, developers tried to scrap all the web pages from Reddit andWikipedia. The
coming about dataset (calledWebText) weights 40GB of writings but has not been freely
discharged. Engineer can discover a list of the beat 1,000 spaces display on Hugging
Face [22].

GPT-2 preprocessed utilizing the writings are tokenized employing a byte-level form
ofByteMatchEncoding (BPE) (forUnicode characters) and a lexicon estimate of 50,257.
The inputs are arrangements of 1024 sequential tokens. The bigger show was prepared
on 256 cloud TPU v3 centers [23].

1.2.3 GPT-3

GPT-3 is the recent form of the Generative pre-training Model series. It could be an
enormous dialect forecast and generation model created by OpenAI capable of creating
long arrangements of the initial as well as old content. GPT-3 became the OpenAI’s
breakthrough AI dialect program. It may be an application that can naturally create
passages so one of a kind that it nearly sounds as in the event that an individual composed
them. GPT-3 program is right now accessible with confined get to through an API on the
cloud, and get to is required to investigate the instrument. It has made a few captivating
applications since its dispatch. Its critical advantage is its measure, it contains around
175 billion parameters and is 100 times bigger than GPT-2. It is prepared upon a 500-
billion-word information set i.e., Common Crawl collected from the web and available
repositories [24].
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Fig. 3. GPT -2 Transformer Model

Its other critical and shocking capacity is to perform basic number juggling issues,
counting composing code pieces and execute cleverly errands. The comes about are
quicker reaction time and exactness permitting NLPmodels to advantage trade by viably
and reliably keeping up best hones and decreasing human mistakes. The reason of GPT-
3 was to form dialect handling more effective and speedier than its past forms and
without any uncommon tuning.Most of the past dialect handlingmodels (such as BERT)
require in-depth fine-tuning with thousands of illustrations to educate the show how to
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Table 1. Comparison between GPT 1, 2, and 3

GPT 1 GPT 2 GPT 3

Parameters Used 117 M 1.5 B 175 B

No. of Layers of Decoder 12 48 96

Size of Context Token 512 1024 2048

No. of Hidden Layer 768 1600 12288

Total Batch Size 64 512 3.2M

Table 2. Indian Language Supported by IndicBART and their processed tokens

Language No. of Tokens

Assamese 36.9 million

Bengali 815 million

English 1.34 billion

Gujrati 724 million

Hindi 1.84 billion

Kannada 712 million

Malayalam 767 million

Marathi 560 million

Odissi 104 million

Panjabi 814 million

Tamil 549 million

Telugu 671 million

All 8.9 billion

perform downstream errands. With GPT-3 clients can dispose of the fine-tuning step.
The contrast between the three GPT models is their measure. The unique Transformer
Demonstrate had around 110 million parameters. GPT-1 received the estimate and with
GPT-2 the number of parameters was improved to 1.5 billion. With GPT-3, the number
of parameters was boosted to 175 billion, making it the biggest artificial neural network
[24, 25]. (Shown in Table 1) (Table 2 and 3).

1.2.4 IndicBART: Indian Model for Text Generation

IndicBART, a multilingual pre-trained sequence to sequence model particularly pre-
pared for Indic dialects, which are talked by more than a billion users. It bolsters English
and 11 Indian dialects counting 7 Indo-Aryan i.e. Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi,
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Table 3. Selection Criteria

Inclusion Criteria (IC) Exclusion Criteria (EC)

IC1: Source Code developed in
python

EC1: Excluded other than python due to limitations
of pre-defined
libraries

IC2: Deep Learning Techniques EC2: Implementation other than Python Language

IC3: Datasets Available EC3: Not having dataset

IC4: Published between 2018 and 2021

Fig. 4. Installation and Creating model using IndicBART

Fig. 5. Exporting the necessary libraries supported by IndicBART

Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi and 4 Dravidian i.e. Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu lan-
guages [30, 31, 32]. It is pre-trained on AI4Bharat’s monolingual corpus. The corpus
has the taking after conveyance of languages:

The easiest way to use Indic BERT is through the Hugging face transformers library.
It can be simply loaded like this (shown in Fig. 4 and 5):

The following viewpoints of the IndicBART model contribute to its solid execution
and expanded dialect scope within the Indic Language models [33, 34], whereas being
profoundly compact:
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Fig. 6. Structure of Recurrent Neural Network

1. It is prepared on a little set of related dialects, which diminishes model capacity
prerequisites. Besides, accessible model capacity is viably utilized, since transfer
learning works when dialects share etymological highlights and information speaks
to shared themes.

2. It is prepared on publicly accessible Indic dialect corpora, IndicCorp, which incorpo-
rates huge, high-quality news crawls for Indian dialects as well as English substance
from Indian websites- hence being an agent of Indian English and themes.

3. Currently, We are trying to map the question’s text with an expected summarized
reply using Indic dialect information.

That’s why in the following proposed model, as of now we are investigating with the
help of IndicBART, a multilingual, sequence-to-sequence pre-trained model centering
on 11 Indic dialects for Marathi question answers summarization. Diverse from existing
pre-trained models, IndicBART utilizes the orthographic likeness between Indic scripts
to progress exchange learning between comparable Indic languages [37]. We wish to
assess IndicBART on these NLG tasks: Neural Machine Interpretation (NMT) [32, 35]
and summarization for a reply. Our tests on NMT for the Marathi language question-
answer pairs and summarization of the same in theMARathi dialect utilizing fine-tuning
approach [36, 38, 39].

2 Deep Learning Techniques for Conversational System

Most deep learning-based chatbot innovations are built on the Encoder-Decoder deep
learning model system.

2.1 Recurrent Neural Network Structure

For most neural networks, expectation of the input data to be uncorrelated, but in the
chatbot systems, developers need to consider the relationship between the data and neural
networks [43]. The performance of a RNN always depends on both the current input and
the state of the past moment’s information. Representation of the time input component
allows the model to make efficient use of contextual information [44] The structure of
the RNN network is shown in following Fig. 6.

The activation formula is as follows:

ht = f (Wxt + Uht−1 + b) (1)
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Fig. 7. LSTM basic structure

whereW, U and B are the weight parameters of the show, ht state to the hidden layer at
time t, xt means to the input at time stamp t, as well as f is a nonlinear enactment formula.
In practical implementation, there were a few extended input groupings of chatbots. As
the ultimate derivative will incorporate the product of gradients in every step among
back propagation determination [43], which leads to the issue of gradient vanishing in
this RNN network structure [43].

2.2 Long Short-Term Memory Structure

The algorithm structure of RNN is successful to manage with time series problems, but
there’s an issue of gradient vanishing. Hence, the development of LSTM (Long Short-
Term Memory) can illuminate the issue that RNN inputs long content groupings, and
the information at the back conclusion of the arrangement will cover up the data at the
front end [47], coming about within the failure to completely express the in general data
of long content sequences.

Long Short Term Memory Structure shown in Fig. 7 is made up of an arrangement
of timing modules [47]. A LSTM neuron incorporates three entryways or gateways: first
is forgetting gate, second is input gate and last is output gate. The gates are utilized to
prepare and channelize data, taking off the specified information behind and disposing
of the pointless data [48]. LSTM is communicated as:

ft = σ(Wf · [ht−1, xt] + bf) (2)

it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi) (3)

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ tanh(WC · [ht−1, xt] + bC) (4)

ot = σ(W0 · [ht−1, xt] + b0) (5)

ht = ot ∗ tanh (ct) (6)
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Fig. 8. The Seq-2-Seq Model for Chatbot System

where ht-1 is the preceding neuron’s output and ht stands for hidden state. xt stand for
the current cell ‘s input;W f ,W i ,WC ,W0 are weight matrices of LSTM; bf , bi , bC ,
b0 are the biases of the LSTM;

f t which represents forgetting gate’s output and it represents input gate’s output.
σ(·) represents the sigmoid activation function.

2.3 Sequence to Sequence Structure

In the RNN structure, the lengths of the input and output sequencesmust be balanced, but
in practical implementations the size of the input as well as output groups are different.
Therefore, the Seq2Seqmodel is proposed to solve the issue which was used for machine
translation tasks along with outperformed proven traditional machine translation. This
is where the Seq2Seq pattern in the chatbot comes in [45, 48]. The encoder module is
supposed to encode the data input sequence into a fixed length proper labelling vector
C, whereas the decoder module reliably interprets this vector C as the target or output
sequence [48].

For Seq-2-Seq, Encoder and Decoder can receive a variety of diverse neural network
structures shown in Fig. 8. In the dataset, the data should be characterized by 〈 H, Y 〉,
where H represents the user’s query and Y represents the expected response associated
with the query, as follows:

H = 〈h1, h2, h3,…, ht〉
Y = 〈 y1, y2, y3,…, yk〉
Where t and k represent the maximum length of questionH and reply Y respectively.

(7)

The main target of the above formula is to predict the conditional probability of P
(y1, y2, y3,…, yn‘ |x1, x2, x3,…, xn), where x1, x2, x3,…, xn is the input sequence and
y1,…, yn’ ‘ s the corresponding output sequence [46].
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– Encoder The encoder has to convert the input sequence H which is unlimited length
into the context vectorC of fixed length with help of a nonlinear transformation series

– Decoder at the time of decoding, the output sequence y2,…, yt-1, and the context
vector C are used to predict the next output word yi

– Output results with respect to the proper and optimum approximate estimation, the
conditional probability of the output sequence in a given input sequence H has to
maximize, and output sequence’s loss i.e., Y obtained appropriately.

The Seq2Seq model has few drawbacks. First one, the encoder module to convert
the data input sequence into a fixed size vector C is mostly type of lossy compression,
which makes the loss of semantic and intentional data due to compressed formation.
Secondly, the data word at the vertebral side of the input sequence is supported by the
data at the obverse side, and the data transfer is unidirectional, making the data more
"resolvable" within the sequence.

2.4 Attention Mechanism

The attention mechanism [49] mimics the attentional characteristics human brains. The
attention mechanism is more associated with sequential learning tasks, language under-
standing related toNLP. For the Seq2Seqmodel, which is Encoder andDecodermodules,
and both modules can process the data with Attention Mechanism for better result. By
including the Attention mechanism in the Encoder module, weights are assigned to the
input data.

Encoder and Decoder within the conventional Seq2Seq model transfer data via a
halfway vector, and the length of encoding vector is almost fixed, which is supposed
to create of long- separate neural network of the model, that’s why, for long sequence
content, when input sequence given for processing, the data within the vertebral side of
the sequence has to protect the data within the obverse side of the sequence [48].

Attention by holding portion of Encoder’s output comes about to the input grouping,
such as c2 in Fig. 7, the preparing show specifically learns this output comes about and
will in the long run be related with the corresponding output sequence [43]. A theoretical
diagram of the mechanism Seq2Seq appears shown in Fig. 9.

Here si is state of the RNN’s hidden layer at time stamp i, and the mathematical
formula to calculate si is:

si = f (si−1, yi−1, ci) (8)

For every epoch output hi,different weights are introduced here

(9)

The calculation formula of αij & hi in each hidden layer is as follows:

exp(aij)/(
∑

(k = 1)Tx ∗ exp(eik)) (10)

eij = a(si−1, hj) (11)
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Fig. 9. Seq-2-Seq model with Attention

The function a has several implementation directions, and the following is one of
them.

eij = vT tanh (Wssi−1 + Whht) (12)

Among them, v, Ws, Wh, i.e. different weights, offset terms, and embedding layer
parameters for the encoder and the decoder are all model parameters that must be learned
simultaneously.[45].

3 Reviewed Generative Models Based DL Technique

After studying the DL techniques and Before proposing our model, we conducted
an in-depth survey of recent deep learning models on opensource portals, examin-
ing over 25 deep learning models for conversational systems published in the period
2018–2021 years on GitHub web portal.

We inspected more than 25 distinctive deep learning conversation models which
accessible on GitHub portal. Here, out of 25 we discussed 5 models in point by point.
The genuine execution and cross confirmation of generative chatbot or conversational
models dialogue based on different types of deep learning technique discussed in earlier.
[41, 45, 47] The attention mechanism is based on the thought of shared information and
investigations the quality of the show based on the effect of the ultimate reaction impact.
We also checked about the predefined libraries, sample dataset, model selection, model
training, accuracy and loss, and result of the each demonstrate from 6 chosen models.

The following criteria we applied for deciding the implementation trial of selected
model.

We used python 3 environment, TensorFlow 2, Jupiter Notebook and cuda 11 gpu
to run following models for evaluating their performance.

3.1 Generative Chatbot Using Seq2seq by Rami-Ramudu https://github.com/
rami-ramudu/Generative-Chatbot-LSTM/tree/main/Python_chatbot-master

The model based on seq2seq and used a small dataset for training the model which
is available on https://github.com/shubham0204/Dataset_Archives. The model structure
developed by him is showing in Fig. 10:

https://github.com/rami-ramudu/Generative-Chatbot-LSTM/tree/main/Python_chatbot-master
https://github.com/shubham0204/Dataset_Archives
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Fig. 10. Model Structure of Generative Chatbot designed by Rami-Ramudu

In above, Rami developed a model using sequential technique where tf aalgorithm
used for creating neural network. In this neural network, dense network is having 200
layers & softmax function for final decision. In model, categorical_crossentropy method
used for checking the model’s loss and accuracy which shown in Fig. 13 whereas
optimizer was sgd for expected results about the selection of reply.

He followed the steps for model development:

• Pre-processing the data
• Creating the Encoder-Decoder Model
• Training the model
• Creating model to predict answers
• Creating GUI for talking with our chatbot
• Deployment or integration with any application or website

Readers can understand after observing the model summary in Fig. 11 in detail
(Fig. 12).

If observed theFig. 10wegot idea about themodel’s accuracywhich is approximately
65% and loss 32% showing better performance after 100 epochs.

3.2 Generative Chatbot Using Seq2seq by Aakriti CSE Undergrad, IIT Bombay
https://github.com/Aakriti28/Generative_chatbot

The model based on seq2seq and trained on a small dataset composed of 8000 pairs of
context and respective response. For the dataset, the data were collected from dialogues
of English Movies designed by Aakriti. The algorithm and model structure developed
by her is as follows (Fig. 14 and Fig. 15):

In above, Aakriti has developed a model using sequential technique where she has
used SGD [33] algorithm for creating neural network. In this neural network, dense
network is having 128 layers each and relu function for activation from hidden layer
and softmax function for final decision. She used categorical_crossentropy method for
checking the model’s loss and accuracy which shown in Fig. 9 whereas optimizer was
sgd for expected results about the selection of reply (Fig. 16).

https://github.com/Aakriti28/Generative_chatbot
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Fig. 11. Model Summary of Generative Chatbot designed by Rami-Ramudu

Fig. 12. Rami’s Generative Chatbot Model Summary

She followed the steps for model development:

• Model Training: Next, she vectorized the text data corpus by using the “Tokenizer”
class and it allows us to limit the vocabulary size up to defined number. In further
trained the model using “fit” method with training data and labels. We will get more
detailed idea after observing the model summary in Fig. 17 and 18.

If we observed the Fig. 19 we got idea about the model’s accuracy which is
approximately 98% and loss 2% showing better performance after 200 epochs.
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Fig. 13. Rami’s Generative Chatbot Model Performance Metrics

Fig. 14. Algorithm proposed by Aakriti

3.3 Python-Chatbot-Project-Using-NLTK-And-Keras by Shruti Mukherjee
Weblink: https://github.com/shruti821/Python-Chatbot-Project-using-
NLTK-and-Keras

The model based on seq2seq and intent pairs dataset designed by Shruti Mukherjee. The
model structure developed by her is as follows (Fig. 20):

In above, Shruti has developed amodel using sequential techniquewhere she also has
used SGD algorithm for creating neural network. In this neural network, dense network
is having 128 layers each and relu function for activation from hidden layer and softmax
function for final decision. She also used categorical_crossentropy method for checking
the model’s loss and accuracy which shown in Fig. 9 whereas optimizer was adamwhich
gives better results about the selection of intents. Regarding the dataset, she created her
own dataset based on basic chitchat.

https://github.com/shruti821/Python-Chatbot-Project-using-NLTK-and-Keras
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Fig. 15. Model Structure of Generative Chatbot designed by Aakriti

Fig. 16. Workflow of Aakriti’s Model

She followed the steps for model development:
Define Intents: few simple intents and bunch of messages in English Language that

corresponds to those intents and also map some responses according to each intent
category and created a JSON file named “intents.json” [33].

Data Preparation: then imported nltk, tensorflow, keras and other python libraries.
After that loaded the json file and extracted the data. Then used “LabelEncoder()”
function provided by scikit-learn which converted the target labels into a model
understandable form.
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Fig. 17. Aakriti’s Model Neural Network Summary

Fig. 18. Aakriti’s Generative Chatbot Model Summary
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Fig. 19. Aakriti’s Generative Chatbot Model Performance Metrics

Fig. 20. Model Structure of Generative Chatbot designed by Shruti

Model Training: Next, she vectorized the text data corpus by using the “Tokenizer”
class and it allows us to limit the vocabulary size up to defined number. In further trained
the model using “fit” method with training data and labels. We will get more detailed
idea after observing the model summary in Fig. 21.

If we observed the Fig. 22 we got idea about the model’s accuracy which is approx-
imately 92% and loss 15% showing better performance after 200 epochs. She has used
simple dataset but her model is effective for intent based structure for English Language
Text Data. Thismodel having drawback about the domain specific question only possible
to ask the chatbot.
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Fig. 21. Shruti Mukherjee’s Seq2Seq Chatbot Model Summary

Fig. 22. Shruti Mukherjee’s Seq2Seq Chatbot Model Performance Metrics
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Fig. 23. Model Structure of Generative Chatbot designed by Tarika

Fig. 24. Tarika Gupta’s Seq2Seq Chatbot Model Performance Metrics

3.4 Generative Based Chatbot by Tarika Gupta Weblink: https://github.com/tar
ikacsg/Generative-based-Chatbot

The model based on seq2seq and intent pairs dataset designed by Tarika Gupta. The
model structure developed by her is as follows (Fig. 23).

In above, Tarika has developed a model using sequential technique where she also
has used SGD algorithm for creating neural network. In this neural network, dense
network is having 128 layers each and relu function for activation from hidden layer and
softmax function for final decision. She also used categorical_crossentropy method for
checking the model’s loss and accuracy which shown in Fig. 24 whereas optimizer was
adam which gives better results about the selection of intents. Detailed idea shown in
the Fig. 25 of model summary.

After observation of the Fig. 25 we got idea about the model’s accuracy which is
approximately 98% and loss 10% showing better performance after 200 epochs.

https://github.com/tarikacsg/Generative-based-Chatbot
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Fig. 25. Tarika Gupta’s Seq2Seq Chatbot Model Summary

3.5 Generative Chatbot by Amogh Weblink: https://github.com/amogh240/Gen
erativeChatbot

The model based on seq2seq and intent pairs dataset designed by Amogh. The model
structure developed by him is as follows: Amogh has developed amodel using sequential
technique where she also has used LSTM algorithm for creating neural network. In
this neural network, dense network is having 256 layers and softmax function for final
decision. In model categorical_crossentropy method used for checking the model’s loss
and accuracy which shown in Fig. 28 and 29 whereas optimizer was rmsprop which
gives better results about the selection of reply. Detailed idea shown in the Fig. 27 of
model summary (Fig. 26).

If we observed the Fig. 28 and 29 we got idea about the model’s accuracy which is
approximately 100% and loss 10% showing better performance after 50 epochs.

In summary, after experimented in python 3 and Jupiter notebook, it was shown
that a complete English chatbot model could generate grammatical responses by adding
many interactions. In addition, Various Deep Learning techniques like SGD, LSTM,
Bi-LSTM and other have own importance to create the good quality chatbot system as a
talking product or service. Also, we observed that model’s accuracy and loss is not only

https://github.com/amogh240/GenerativeChatbot
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Fig. 26. Model Structure of Generative Chatbot designed by Aakriti

Fig. 27. Amogh’s Chatbot Model Summary

depending on Deep Learning Approaches but also on datasets too. Therefore quality
dataset is also having its own importance. Finally, we proceed to make the argument
that every model is having unique style of python coding and implementation. Based on
above examples, we understood current chatbot models in detail for understanding how
generating responses and how this affects the quality of the conversation.
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Fig. 28. Amogh’s Chatbot Model Performance Metrics: Accuracy

Fig. 29. Amogh’s Chatbot Model Performance Metrics: Loss

4 A Proposed Model: MARGEN

Here is the proposed model for Marathi Question Answering Generative Conversation
Model coined as “MARGEN”whichmeans who can get system’s reply with proper gen-
erative answer for the user’s query in text and/or audio format. In fact, we already started
the source development using IndicBART and Dataset using python 3.0 environment.

MARGENConversational System is operationalized through a front-end GUI appli-
cation, which could be a mobile app or web application, voice assistant and Server
side where model will generate the reply. Following steps we proposed in MARGEN
model:Firstly, a user or person will ask the question. In next step, User’s GUI will send
the input query to the system side (Speech to Text format). Now, Input query will get
pre-process and in correct tokenization format. After that, the “MARGEN” model gets
in the picture, where the question string comes to the model for getting the response
as a result where “MARGEN” will understand query’s intention and pass it to neural
network to accumulate the answer with help of dataset. The trained model will decide
the tokenization of the Marathi word, preparing the query in tag format for searching
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Fig. 30. A Schematic Diagram of Proposed Model: MARGEN

in good response from the dataset defined herewith. The expected answer will generate
fetched from dataset and prepared in the text format for further actions. (This is very
hard and important step) Finally “MARGEN” will sent the reply to the query asked by
the user using the text or audio format (Fig. 30).

5 Conclusion

In the paper, Authors have discussed and claimed that the current research work on
Question Answering Model based on English language mostly but very less or none
on Marathi Spoken which a challenge for other researchers too. So, Authors proposed
the deep learning model along with dataset containing Marathi question answer pairs
where it may be useful in cases discussed in motivation part of this paper. In further, the
real development of proposed model will get complete in python environment, because
Python is Open-Source and having wide scope of predefined libraries which makes
easy to developer for developing the real time application. Another challenge is to find
the right and appropriate IOT device which can take proper audio from the user and
perform the deep learning process in itself to generate output with GPU support for
better performance. In addition, Author has to evaluate the model’s performance as a
part of quality output. Another article needs to write for result and expected outcome of
the same.
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